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What do we mean by data in its core essence? So the definition on screen is, “Data is information in 

raw or unorganized form such as alphabets, numbers, symbols that refer to, or represent conditions, 

ideas, or objects.”  

Now, ultimately, thinking about it across the spectrum of what data means is very, very valuable. I 

typically think about this across your core dimensions of qualitative data, as well as quantitative data. 

So qualitative data is effectively a depth of insights that you get which are more qualitative in nature. 

They are not necessarily numerical, but they are core insights that are say captured through 

methodologies like interviews, for example.  

On the other hand, you’d have more codified types of data in the form of quantitative analysis. Now 

thinking about quantitative analysis could be anything from thinking about your management 

information that you have with the core of your organization. Think about sales figures is a great one, 

or number of complaints is another interesting one to look at. You can also look at data in terms of a 

customer journey flow. So think about the bottlenecks that exist within your customer journey and 

understand how many people, say, “drop off” when thinking about a customer acquisition journey at 

different stages. Codifying the bottlenecks within a journey can provide extremely useful insights for 

you and your organization about where exactly you need to focus your efforts to make changes and 

ultimately, increase the bottom line.  

Now, thinking about the world of big data, in essence, there’s a great quote out there that says, “In 

the last two years we’ve created more data than we ever have in times gone by.” The advent of big 

data has become one of the fundamental changes to the way that we view the world, and also 

organizations start to collect and actually make decisions from it.  

But let’s think about what big data is to begin with. Well, ultimately it’s a coming together of multiple 

datasets both from your internal sources within the organization, as well as matching those up with 

external sources. So overlaying the external information and insights become very valuable at adding 

more color to your current operation or current way you do things.  

There was a great TED talk on this which talks about what was America’s favorite pie? Ultimately, 

people always assumed that it’s apple, and yet when you start to dig down into the sales figures, 

particularly during the advent of smaller, bite-sized pies in the American marketplace, we’ve come to 

the realization that actually apple was the biggest compromise for American families; and their 

favorite pie was, in fact, another pie, whilst apple came in at number two.  

So you can just see narrowing and meshing across different sets of data and the depth of data that 

you go into becomes interesting to understand different insights that you may have. Let’s think about 

some of the core challenges that exist when thinking about big data.  

Well, the first thing, as you can imagine, data takes storage. Think about 15, 20 years ago when 

you’re probably walking around with floppy disks which probably held a couple of MB worth of 

memory. In reality, today, we have cloud-based storage which almost can be infinitive. But when it 

comes to big data, the amount of data capacity is always going to be an inhibiting factor when trying 

to marry different sets together.  

The second challenge that we come up against is that of interpretation; and what do we mean by 

that? Well, actually a lot of people say sweat the numbers hard enough, and it’ll tell you exactly what 
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you wanted to hear. And that’s kind of true in many ways. With the abundance of data, we can pretty 

much try and manipulate it the way that we want, and in actual fact, to get it to tell the story that we 

want as well. So organizations have to be very, very careful about being true to the understanding of 

what the data is saying, and not actually search too hard or make assumptions about what the data 

is trying to tell us. Ultimately, that just leads to falsehoods and that’s one of the big issues with big 

data.  

The third aspect is that of security. Now, if you think about big data and the world of where is it 

coming from, think about the social landscape where data is collected all the time from social media. 

This is becoming quite a fundamental issue both in terms of privacy, but also more so in being able 

to store the data and make sure that it doesn’t get into the wrong hands. We’ve all heard of great 

examples where data is actually compromised, then it starts to be leaked across to people who then 

steal it for fraudulent purposes, etc. So we’ve got to get much smarter with the way we store and 

secure our data.  

The fourth element is that of relevance. Data, quite frankly, it kind of links back to the six points 

around time boundness, but because of the abundance of so much data, it becomes irrelevant much 

sooner than ever before, as well. So we’re going to be very mindful about exactly how quickly we can 

translate and use that data for meaningful purposes in the organization. In reality today, real-time is 

actually becoming quite a thing that people expect, particularly consumers, so we need to react very 

quickly.  

The accuracy of the data as well, is another key challenge to think about. How accurate do we make 

the data, and is it capturing all the multitude of factors and variables that we wanted to? Now this is 

quite an interesting area particularly when an organization starts out on that data journey; they tend 

to focus on a few key variables. Now, for example, having worked in insurance, we used to focus 

when coming to, say, retention, on the amount of uplift in price for one year to the next, is a key 

classic variable to determine whether someone is going to stay or leave. Now what we didn’t realize 

at the time was there’s a host of other types of variables; things like the channel in which you 

acquired in the first place is a very big area, as well as the amount of claims you may have had during 

the course of the year. So it’s about being realistic in the way that you accurately combine all these 

various variables to create something that actually makes sense for your organization.  

And then finally, coming back to the point when I said I talked about relevance, it needs to be time 

bound. I won’t go on too much about that, but essentially it’s all around making sure that you use the 

data quickly, almost in real-time, is probably becoming the main thing. Now largely speaking 

organization systems inhibit the ability to do that. So you need to think about quick fixes, and there 

lots of third-party solutions out there that will actually respond in real-time to reactions by customers 

and create automated triggers that help you to become more relevant when you’re putting your 

message out there.  

Now, let’s think about some of the key misconceptions that you have when thinking about your data. 

Well, the first thing is there needs to be a wide emphasis on large datasets, and why is that? Well, in 

essence, it comes back to statistics. If we have a larger dataset, it means we can get more 

meaningful results. Let’s go back and think about the core of the definition of data. Sometimes 

having a massive pool of data sets actually can be more complex and confusing than, say, getting a 

few key qualitative insights that you can then lean on around to make up key decision making. The 

common phrase around analysis paralysis is normal or true when it comes to data analysis here. So 

think about that; and you don’t necessarily need to focus on massive datasets, although in most 

cases it needs to be robust enough that you’re gleaning generalized results out of, and not basically 

skewing the results for one specific population.  
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The second thing is around time will tell, and what that is, is a longitudinal type of aspect to data. Now 

we talked about the need for accuracy, and relevance, and time boundless; and on the flip side, you 

talk about historical data. And in reality, historical data may be less valuable to us. Think about some 

of the key macro trends that happened over the last year. Who could have predicted these things? 

So, in reality, relying on data that are years past may not be the best predictor of the way things are 

going to happen in the future. We should be quite cognizant of that as we move forward with this.  

The third thing is correlation equals causation. Now, what do we mean by that? Correlation is 

effectively when one thing happens, another thing tends to happen. So the factors are correlated 

together. Now the problem with that is you don’t quite know which way around it happened; whether 

you’ve made the change and then the customers have responded, or something happened within 

the customer psyche which then influenced that change. So you don’t know the area of causation. 

So you must be very careful when analyzing data not to make assumptions about causation, 

although correlation is the first step. And then you need to work out what the causation effect is. So 

you need to be conscious of that dynamic.  

Context is another massive misconception that we tend to find within data. And essentially it’s trying 

to look at data through too much of a narrow lens. So context is absolutely critical and context is key, 

as the slide says, to make sure you’ve got the best picture or a holistic picture around what the data 

is saying to you.  

Now, percentage versus percentage points are completely different. Percentage is effectively the 

movement between the previous set of the previous results, and what the change was the difference 

being is the percentage, while percentage points is the movement. We need to be conscious about 

that because you get stuck with different results if you just look at percentage versus percentage 

points.  

And finally, you’ve got the average trap. Now what exactly is that? Ultimately when you have large 

sets of data, people try and glean to what is the average of what that data is telling you. The problem 

with average or median is you don’t truly understand what’s happening at the pool or the pools, so 

you might miss out on vital insights or you might miss out on what the data is really telling you if you 

constantly go just back to the average. The best thing to do to avoid that is to unpick the data, create 

micro-segments within your data, and analyze key variables in isolation, and also think about 

standard deviation. Now standard deviation is effectively looking at the average point and then 

determining how far are the extremes in terms of the deviation from the average. The further or the 

highest standard deviation, you know your data is far more skewed and you then have to start to 

think about something beyond the average point. If the standard deviation is very, very narrow then in 

reality, the average becomes more reliable.  

So you need to think about a variety of different things, and these are just a few key watch out to 

make sure that you don’t fall into the key issue around data traps and misconceptions when 

analyzing you’re analyzing your data. So this slide just elaborates a little bit more on the average trap. 

Now essentially when looking at the slides here, you see some of the key issues.  

So that the graph talks about what does the average US citizen spend on? And it has a variety of 

different things that they spend on. Effectively, if you take the averages, the average won’t reflect the 

full range of the data in effect. It also may be skewed by a group of anomalies. If you have someone 

who is spending an enormous amount of money in one area, the average will automatically be 

skewed to that particular area. You will then start to think that the average is actually much higher or 

much more skewed in one area than it actually is for the generalizable population. So you need to 
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think about that when considering this. And standard deviation, as I mentioned before, is a great way 

to kind of overcome some of those core biases that you effectively see within this data. 

Let’s now move on to think a little bit more about data scraping. Let’s start by thinking about a simple 

definition about what is data scraping. Well, clearly, on the screen, you can see that data scraping is 

a technique in which a computer program extracts data from human-readable output coming from 

another program. Now, what exactly does that mean?  

In reality, take a stock market program, for example. Generally speaking, things like the London Stock 

Exchange will publish types of figures on what happened during that course of that day. A lot of day 

traders will use that information to try and be predictive about what the next day may hold for them. 

They would use a tool like data scraping, for example, to take that data from the London Stock 

Exchange site and use it to be input into that data program that they have to make predictions about 

what would happen the following day, for example.  

Now, let’s think about some of the key considerations when reflecting on data scraping. Well, the first 

thing to think about is that of HTML content. Sometimes it becomes quite complex to data scrape 

across a number of different systems that, you know, that are out there, and HTML content is one of 

those that can be quite a challenge for a system to be able to pick up key notions of data and key 

data points within, you know, a website or a screen that’s being worked on, and then translating that 

into a system.  

The second thing is that of dynamic websites. Now, dynamic websites again could be quite 

challenging for a bit of software to be able to determine what exactly they’re scraping up. Because, 

in a pre-programmed way, in a static website for example, it’s quite easy to determine what figure at 

what point in the journey should the software pick up. Well, when it’s more dynamic with multiple 

variables, it comes quite challenging for that system to know when is the right time, and it’s quite 

challenging to program when that right time might be, to be able to pick up that data. Export and 

selection techniques is a methodology to be able to use, to be able to try and do this more 

effectively.  

And then finally, regular expressions. These are things that basically come up on the screen which 

happen at regular intervals and, again, this can be some of the key challenges, you know, one of the 

challenges. Because you don’t quite know, or the software doesn’t know, when it’s able to kind of, 

you know, to process that data.  

Let’s think about data cleansing. So, data cleansing refers to identifying incomplete, incorrect, 

inaccurate or irrelevant parts of the data and then replacing it, modifying it or even deleting that piece 

of data. Now, why is this extremely important? Let me take you into my world a little bit. If we’re 

dealing with very large customer data sets and then trying to use those to be able to, first, segment 

your data, but also to create communication plans or direct communication plans to things like email, 

it becomes quite the challenge when you don’t have accurate data. More so than that, you may 

actually get blocked if your data is inaccurate. You may be seen by the email service providers as a 

spammer. So, you need to be able to cleanse that data in a robust way.  

So, it means that you have both accurate data, but also you have data which enables you to, say, 

touch base with the customer or to get in touch with that customer, you know, in an easy format to 

use to be able to create robust campaigns.  
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Also, if you’ve got bad data, it means that the way that you could reach out to your, you know, your 

customers is greatly inhibited. It may be... you know, you may feel like you’ve got a data set which is 

extraordinarily large. But, in reality, if it’s not clean and if it’s inaccurate, it just basically will skew the 

entire result; and we all know in data led organizations, when thinking about key performance 

indicators where the key KPIs and benchmarks are created, it’s effectively created based on the type 

of total volumes of data that you may hold.  

Now, what you may not define is the types of quality data that you may hold. And, now, that becomes 

a real issue in reality. So, making sure that you clean your data is extremely important. How you do 

that? Well, there’s a couple of really interesting ways and is there’s a lot of organizations out there 

that will help you clean your data. You know, for example, sending a trial email run and understanding 

the number of soft or hard balances you get, is a really good way to clean your email addresses for 

example. Using some level of intelligence may also be a very good way to think about this. There 

could be a software out there which simply understands common names and if they’re misspelled, 

will correct it within the data set. So, you can use a variety of different ways to be able to do it.  

My preference has always been trial and error on live data, and basically do tests into the 

marketplace to understand exactly who is, you know, what the response is coming back.  

The other thing that’s extraordinarily important about data cleansing is that you capture and refresh 

exactly the type of data that you hold. It’s all too easy to do tests but then not capture and record 

some of the bad data that you’re getting back; in which case, the test is basically done for nothing. 

And I know that’s a bit of going back to basics, but it’s so important that you think about that and 

plan for how you’re going to capture the data in a robust way in order for you to be able to make it 

meaningful for the future and for your future campaigns.  

Now, there’s a number of different advantages that you will have when thinking about data cleansing. 

Now, the first thing I talked about a little bit around benchmarking was creating effective customer 

acquisition. If you’ve got clean accurate data with robust data cells in it, you’ll be able to get your 

personalizations way better. So, for instance, getting the names of your customers wrong is a big no-

no. In addition, getting the addresses or getting their user behavior is again one of the big issues that 

people face, and it actually can do more damage than good. Imagine getting a direct marketing 

communication where you’ve got the wrong name, the wrong products that you’ve got and perhaps 

even, you know, being sold a product that’s completely irrelevant to you. So, need to think about that 

and cleanse your data in a way that when you sending out your customer acquisition emails or 

communications, you’re doing so with clean data. And remember, sometimes it can be more damage 

than it’s good if you don’t.  

You also have the ability to make quicker decision-making. Think about a lot of customer 

segmentation, you have the ability to target different groups using your data that you hold. If you’ve 

got unclean data, you can never be sure and, in fact, one of the big problems that organizations face 

is a lack of trust in the data that they hold. If this is the case, it becomes extremely difficult in making 

any sort of robust decision-making in the organization. So, data cleansing becomes critical before 

you can make robust decisions in a fast-paced manner.  

Once you have accurate data, you have the ability to streamline your business practices. You may be 

able to, you know, create less manual processes within the organization and replace those with 

automated processes. It would be great to have great systems where you can send your email 

marketing communication out within a few seconds. That’s only possible when you have a great, 

clean data. You increase productivity as a consequence. And, finally, obviously, increase revenues 

both from the ability to pick up more, you know, communications, equal or better ROI on campaigns; 
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but more so than that, because of the productivity, you can also create efficiencies within your 

operation and make it more cost-effective to actually hold that data if it is clean.  

Let’s move to perhaps a slightly similar but different definition of data de-duping. Now, data de-

duping is, effectively, the process which involved optimizing data storage by eliminating duplicate 

copies of data. This is an extremely important area and it goes beyond the peripheral but make sure 

you don’t have two customers who are the same in your data set. The problem that you have when 

you got antiquated data sets on multiple data sets which, you know, which are product based, is you 

may have one customer on one product in one system and then have exactly that same customer 

somewhere else in another system. The issue when you don’t join them up and have a single 

customer view, is that ultimately when you are going out with campaigns, you may email them or you 

may get in touch with them twice over similar product; and if one system doesn’t talk to another, you 

may actually cross-sell them a product that they’ve already got with you. Which is a pretty big faux-

pas.  

So, being able to have a single customer view is extremely important, and also understanding 

whether you have a customer-level view within your data, or whether you have a product-level view 

within your data, becomes extraordinarily important to mash these two things together.  

Now, this all comes down to thinking about how you marry up your different data sets into one. Now, 

working within the financial services sector, it’s so important that we understand, from a customer 

view, what’s the total value that we have before a particular household or a family or whatever that 

may be. The way we do that in effect is by joining up different data sets to understand the level of 

productivity and profitability that we have for a household. Now, what’s a major benefit of doing it in 

this way? Well, in reality, if we understand the total size of the price and the potential value of that 

household we have the ability to have more targeted campaigns and increase our ROI, and only 

focus on those households where we either have an upside potential to go after, or we need to 

protect that relationship and we do so in using a variety of different campaigns as well.  

So, you can see the relevance and advantages of having clean data that is de-duped, that doesn’t 

have duplicates. If you have duplication within your data, all that’s going to happen is you might even 

overestimate the amount of profitability that one individual may give you. And that clearly is not a 

good thing from a marketing ROI perspective.  

So, we need to think about this holistically. What are some of the advantages we have of de-duping 

at each stage? Well, the first thing is at the client stage. This is effectively when you are engaging 

with the client. Make sure that you ask the right questions. Make sure that you ask them in a robust 

way and you capture that in a robust way as well. All too often when you’re working at things like 

retail environments, you are not offering your customer service representatives the incentive to get it 

right at first point of contact. If you can do that, it then basically means all the other streamlined 

processes at the second and third phase start to talk for themselves.  

The second aspect of this is at the server. So, operates transparently to customers. Making sure that 

you capture this in a way, you know, that that is robust, that lasts, that’s relevant. Some of the things 

we talked about when thinking about considerations for data, all play out very strongly when thinking 

about the server aspect.  

And finally, it is around block storage array. So, restrict it to selected sets of volumes. The problem 

with a capacity issue, that most data storage providers have, is, ultimately, they’re trying silo data into 

different aspects. This becomes quite a challenge, and the reason why it is a challenge is basically 

because, you know, you start to create silos within your data and you lose the insights and richness 
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of the context that you basically create, which could have been captured, had you basically created a 

holistic data set. 

Let’s think a little bit more about the different types of data. Now, why in essence is this different type 

of data an important aspect to consider? Now particularly at the prepare phase, we need to 

understand the types of data that are important for your organization; and secondly, how are you 

going to capture that information, and how are you going to store that information.  

Now that process seems a little bit elementary, but in reality, if you haven’t prepared for this at the 

outset you can imagine that your dataset may only be able to hold numerical values, when in reality 

you may need to have a lot of qualitative understanding. The vice versa may be true, where you may 

have a whole host of qualitative data. Now that becomes an issue when trying to analyze that data, 

for example. So being able to create a robust infrastructure based on the type of data that you know 

you’re going to get in is extremely important.  

So the first type of data that we basically have is that of structured data. And it’s information with a 

high degree of organization; it’s simple generic fields. You can go back to some of the census data 

that we have to fill out every couple of years, name, gender, what you do, your income levels, all 

those types of things are so standardized that it means that it can easily be held across your data 

fields that you want to capture.  

The second thing is that of semi-structured data, and it’s information which does not conform within 

the formal structure of data modules; it may be the next layer down. So you may be thinking about 

things like different types of profession; how often have you been into a banking environment, and 

they’ve asked for your profession, and it doesn’t fit neatly into one of the many options that they may 

have in that scroll down menu. You need to have the ability to also do free text in that sense, to be 

able to still capture the richness of that insight, but also not to be able to lose it.  

The key to the semi-structured data is you may want to see how it then starts to fit to structured 

data later on. So if you’re seeing in the banking example I gave you a lot of people talking about a 

new type of career that they may have or a job, you may want to include it within the dropdown field 

later on. So a good example of that is data science, a relatively new profession which is unlikely to be 

within the formal constraints or infrastructure of drop down menus of professions. You may want to 

see if a lot of your customers are starting to be data scientist, that you may want to be putting that 

across the data set as well.  

And then finally, you have a whole range of unstructured data to be thinking about here. And that’s 

effectively, information that either does not have a pre-defined data model or is not organized in a 

pre-defined manner. This can become relatively problematic both from a capturing perspective as 

well as an analytics perspective to determine some of the key insights from it.  

Social media data is just one of those great examples where you’re not quite sure what you’re going 

to get back until you actually get the information. How do you capture that? How do you store that? 

And more to the point, how do you then analyze it and then take it back and link it back to some of 

those customers that you meet that are talking about you? Think about a Facebook profile; that 

could be anybody’s name, you don’t even know if they are a customer or not. So that doesn’t 

necessarily fit into the actual formal data realms that organizations have captured before.  
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So you may want to use a variety of new tools. A great example of that is as Crimson Hexagon use a 

lot of social listening tools out there and analyze your social media buzz in the ether. They are a great 

organization that can then help you to tie that back into your customer databases to then start to 

work from moving from structured data into unstructured and how they start to link together to really 

understand what your customers are doing, saying, thinking and feeling about you.  

Now there’s also a number of key variables to be thinking about when thinking about good versus 

bad data. Now what do we mean by good versus bad data? Well good data clearly has a couple of 

good characteristics. They are accurate, it’s complete, consistent, unique and timely. But what do we 

mean by some of these key things? Well, clearly accuracy and completeness is really fundamentally 

important. If we have big massive gaps in the data, it just doesn’t help anyone to draw those big 

insights. You also need a certain consistency within your dataset. And what do I mean by 

consistency within the dataset? Well, in reality, you want to make sure that you’ve captured all the 

various fields that you’re going for. And understanding exactly what those fields and what you’ll do 

with that data is actually as important that the outset. To draw insights, you want the data to be 

unique, you want it to be something that nobody else knows about. So you need to think about how 

you go about doing that and capture things that you think only you have access to. And finally, clearly 

it needs to be relevant and time bound.  

On the flipside of that, we need to think about what does bad data look like? Well, clearly there’s a 

number of key considerations to think about, and largely they are the opposite of what good data 

looks like, as one would expect. It’s inaccurate, it’s conflicting, so when datasets tell you different 

things it becomes confusing as to what you should believe. If it’s irrelevant, if you’re just capturing 

things for the sake of it, it not only becomes really tedious to analyze but also, from a customer 

perspective, only capture what you need.  

Insurance is a great example of this when, effectively, you don’t capture what you just need and then 

people start to get irritated about giving that to you. Only ask for things that will be important. It could 

be outdated, so if you’re asking for a couple of years’ worth of history of something, again people will 

start to question why you need that. And finally, if the dataset is incomplete it will basically mean you 

can’t glean the right insights or create reliability that you may want to think about as well.  

Now, when thinking about some of the bad data, common sources you need to think about, what are 

the entry points for the data in the first place. What are the ways in which that data could start to turn 

bad in effect? And clearly, you also need think about some of the implications and considerations. At 

what point do you need to start to refresh that data, to ask it again? To ask your customers for 

permission to get that data again. Keeping it fresh is going to be fundamental in being able to get 

accurate data, which basically means you can create great campaigns which are relevant to your 

consumers.  

Now making key judgments about when you do that within the customer journey and life cycle is 

going to be critical, because if you ask too much or too many times your customers are clearly just 

going to be annoyed. Ask too little and suddenly you don’t have the accurate data you need to build 

robust campaigns. So for example, things like entry quality become extremely important, getting it 

right the first time around. When you’ve got new customers going through application processes, 

make sure that they are filling it in in the most robust way. A great example or bottlenecked point 

here can be when data is being entered by call center agents. Make sure that they understand the 

importance of getting the data right the first time.  

The second thing is process quality. How you input that data, whether it’s self-fulfilled, i.e. the 

customer, does it, or whether it’s done through an agent model. You need to have a robust way of 
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being able to process that data and identify when that data is going wrong. So if a field is not filled in 

properly or is not filled in at all, often you can’t move any further. It’s important to have those steps in 

place.  

Also when thinking about where the data sits and what systems it sits on you may capture a wealth 

of data in one system but it doesn’t translate into another. So the usefulness of that data is incredibly 

compromised. So think about that as well. Also when thinking about the moving nature or the 

refreshment of the data, aging quality of data is really important. A lot of the times in insurance 

companies you tend to basically have data which is a number of years old. Someone may have done 

a quote with you two or three years ago and you then try and use that data to try and identify if 

they’re coming up to their renewal period. Now, clearly so much could have changed in that 

environment. And if you start to spam them or you start to do communications to them during that 

period of time, they may well just be more turned off than anything else. So there you go just some 

common perceptions and common sources of bad data to think about.   

Now, let’s think a little bit about the role of data, information, and then knowledge. This is effectively 

how you package up what could first of all be a lot of raw data at the outset, everything that you’re 

capturing.  

There’s a great quote by Rory Sutherland who’s the chairman of Ogilvy that says: “Data is amazing; 

however, you may get a whole load of dross while searching for that golden nugget.” So being able 

to pull apart what the dross is within the data, with the noise in the data, and effectively looking out 

for what are the key nuggets or the pieces of information. The things that are relevant to you. Once 

you have that key pieces of information from your data you then want to translate that into 

knowledge. What does that information then create in terms of intellectual value that you can use 

and hook to basically create a robust strategy on?  

And then finally, the wisdom within it all is how do you link strategically and create something so 

differentiated from your competition, because you’ve seen something that nobody else has in the 

data. And you’ve codified it through the information flow in a way that nobody else has, translated 

that into core insights, and then keep those golden nuggets of wisdom to be able to make 

something magical. And formulate your whole purpose and strategy around it. That being the case, if 

you create all these four key layers, you will be able to use what is raw data and actually, create 

something very meaningful on the backend, at the other side of it.  

Finally, let’s think a little bit about the management tools that you have at your disposal. One of the 

biggest innovations that have happened over recent times is that of cloud-based computing. 

Everything is on the cloud, stored on the cloud. Now, this has a massive and multitude level worth of 

the advantages. The first one clearly being is that in a cloud you can store things much more readily. 

You can also transfer different files and analyze different datasets, and translate them across the 

world much more easily as well. You also need to think about once you’ve got storage aspect how 

do you then analyze these various datasets.  

Well, things like Teradata is a very, very good way of meshing sets together to be able to create and 

understand something powerful. Think about IBM. IBM Watson is effectively the new AI technology 

which enables them to understand by using data inputs what the final insight could look like. It’s well 

worth checking that out to see what insights they can glean from that.  
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Now, let’s think about information management across a framework. So starting at the top, the 

source of your data. Well, effectively you always have internal data on the one hand, what you’re 

connecting about your customers that you currently have that you can turn into valuable insights. 

And on the other hand, you have that of external sources that you can link to, which are really, really 

important. And then on the other axis you have structure. So what are the structured pieces of 

content and data that you have access to both internally and externally? And also the ones that you 

have in an unstructured way, social media was a great example there that you can have on your 

internal systems. But also using analytics tools like Twitter analytics to be able to understand what’s 

happening and what are people saying about you in the ether or the external based environment.  

So by blending these two axes together, you have an interesting way to codify and understand how 

you can start to mesh those data points together to create something really meaningful. Have a look 

at the graph and flow your way through from one, two, three to four to be able to understand how 

this framework applies in your context.  

On this slide here we’ve got some really good popular tools around knowledge management and 

analysis. What I would highly recommend is actually picking out these names and going on to Google 

and doing some investigation around exactly what they do, their capability and how they can 

perhaps help enhance what your organization is trying to achieve from a data perspective.  

Let’s now think a little bit about the difference between groupware and workflow technologies. 

There’s a fundamental core difference between the two that we should be cognizant about. So the 

first thing around groupware... let’s get these definitions straight... is groupware is technologies that 

facilitate collaboration and sharing of organizational information. Now, essentially you have a number 

of different tools to get people working together particularly in a global environment. Take Yammer 

by Microsoft, is a great example of a piece of groupware technology where ideation and ideas can 

be both facilitated on the platform, collaboration can be had, and essentially sharing of information 

can take place within a particular environment. Now, contrast that with something which is of a 

workflow tool so these are tools with which the representative of processes associated with the 

creation, use and maintenance of organizational knowledge.  

Now, for instance, take a tool like Slack which enables you to categorize different datasets, create 

robust strategies, in each core aspect of it. And then get different people to build on those ideas as 

you go by. It’s all set out in a nice journey and workflow which helps you organize your data across 

what you’re trying to achieve from an organization perspective?  

Let’s take a look and think about what are content management systems. So in essence, it’s a 

system that automates the process of creating web content or documents. Effectively it’s about 

piecing different pieces of content together to form a holistic piece of information that’s then 

distributed across both internal and external stakeholders or customers. Think about dynamic 

content. Effectively using a CMS type system to basically input different pieces of content across say 

an email template that, that gets then, sent out to different types of customers depending on the 

types of processes, and preferences that customer has for the content they want to see.  

A great example of this is, say, take your LinkedIn feed. It’s all generated from a content management 

system which understands the type of content that you want and then gives you more of the same. 

One of the key things about thinking about content leads on to scheduling and planning. Well, 

essentially what does this refer to? What does this mean? Well, you’ve got a number of key tools 

such as enterprise tools or planning scheduling tools which basically help you to determine when is 
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the right time to feed the content to a relevant target audience. So it’s about what are you saying to 

them, when are you saying to them.  

And these tools help you to do that. You can also do this for the likes of email. I don’t know if you can 

come across a really interesting piece of software for Google which is called Boomerang, you can 

schedule in key pieces of emails at different times during the course of the day. There’s a whole host 

of email type of platforms which will do scheduling and planning for you, as well as loads of other 

applications and enterprise tools and portals that will do it for a variety of different functions. But one 

of the key advantages of being able to do scheduling and planning at the right time is because you 

become more relevant to your target audience. So if you feed them content and information at the 

right time, it basically ensures that you create a more robust type of environment and robust sort of 

campaign to then get better results at the backend.  

So there you have it, some of the key considerations to be thinking about when determining how you 

prepare to create a robust analytics framework and infrastructure; how you think about data; how 

you think about big data; and what are the key inputs that you need to come up with a robust 

analytics strategy. 
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Now, let’s think about where big data has come from, and some of the key associated technologies 

around it. Effectively, I mentioned before that there’s been more data that’s starting to come to the 

forefront than ever before. As a consequence of that, we have the ability to mesh different datasets, 

to create core insights and understanding about our customers and environment than we’ve ever 

had before.  

Now, as a consequence of doing that, it’s the coming together of a number of different tools and 

techniques. Some of these key technologies in this area is around predictive analytics. Being able to 

use the data to understand how things may happen in the future. Things like data quality software, 

we talked about the role or the need to deduct that data to cleanse the data, to make it more viable 

when considering what insights we can use.  

We need to put together a number of different integration tools. Think about this in two core 

dimensions. The first is internal... internal tools, or internal datasets. And the second thing is around 

external datasets, bringing together the likes of, you know, data that you get from external 

environments as a way and a means to be able to integrate it with your internal data. How do you 

then represent that data to create valuable and meaningful insights? So visualization becomes 

extremely important, not just in getting insights, but also to convince your organization that it’s the 

right strategy to go down. Where the files get stored, we talked a lot about you know, cloud-based 

servers.  

Clearly there’s a range of different ways, places, and means from your own servers as well to be able 

to put and to store this data. How does the memory work? How do we create updates within this, 

and how often do we do this?  

One of the big advantages of big data is the ability to hold longitudinal data, i.e. data that’s timely. You 

know, you can have it across a number of years. But clearly the limitations, and we need to make key 

judgments about what we store and what we don’t. How does it...how do we then create an analytics 

tool to be able to dissect and disseminate some of these core pieces of information? What type of 

data are we actually looking for to actually put out there, and what would be meaningful to us? And 

using things like SQL databases as a way or NoSQL databases as a way to try and collect the 

information, analyze the information to make judgments about things like predictive analytics or a 

predictive...or predict what’s going to happen in the future.  

And you can just see there’s so many key components that feature into big data analysis. It becomes 

quite a complicated beast to uncover. And it’s very important that you start small, and you start by 

thinking about the right type of questions, which is some of the things we touched on in the first 

section. And then we want to think about how do you collect these type of information? How do you 

bring them together? How do you integrate these core elements of your data? Now, let’s think about 

some of the key definitions that we have.  

The first thing is stream analytics. So what exactly is stream analytics? Well, stream analytics is a 

software that can filter, aggregate, enrich, and analyze a high, you know, a throughput of data from 

multiple disparate live data sources in any data format. This is a really dynamic way of thinking about 

analytics functioning. It’s effectively being able to use things in real-time for multiple datasets to 

make certain level of analysis and layer one over the top, to be able to determine key insights that 

you may have about your customers. Clearly, it’s important to then respond to that, which we’ll come 

on to.  
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The second aspect of that is data visualization. And it’s technology that delivers information from 

various data sources, such as big data sources, as well as distributed stores in real-time and near 

real-time as well. So it’s about translating those raw inputs into something more meaningful. Now, 

this, in essence, if you’re doing it across one data source, would be quite easy. It’s when you’re 

overlaying a number of them that database visualization become quite a specialism in itself.  

So other kind of things to be thinking about is in memory data fabric. And that’s providing a lower 

latency access and processing of large quantities of data, by distributing data across dynamic 

random access memory, flash, SSD, or a distributed computer system. It’s basically how you store 

that data, and then how that data then flows from one different system to the next. All of this then 

starts to link into predictive analytics. Now, effectively what this is all about, is making core 

predictions based on far past and previous behavior to evaluate what we think is the likely outcome 

for the future.  

Now, this is very, very important when thinking about buying behavior, for example in a marketing 

world. Think about retention behavior, or think about even complaint or claims behavior in an 

insurance context. We need to be very cognizant about how we make these predictions. Now, the 

only issue that you have, and I’ve seen a lot of organizations fall far into this, is holding on to the data, 

and what it says, too rigorously and vigilantly. We need to overlay an element of humanistic judgment 

into this whole arena. And if we don’t, you don’t, you will miss out on one vital factor, and that is the 

future. We need to be intuitive about what exactly is going to happen, the variable that have changed 

from the past to make certain assumptions about what will then be predictable in the future. If you 

solely rely on historical data, you effectively will lose the richness of the intuition that you would have 

in overlay, to be able to understand what would happen in 12 months’ time, two years’ time.  

You’ve also seen on the slide at the moment that there’s actually quite an interesting illustration, and 

that’s that of a jigsaw. Now, why do we use this jigsaw illustration to think about some of the big data 

technologies? Well, in reality, it’s all about meshing these together. There’s an element of overlap, as 

well as linkages that all these various things need to come together to create a robust big data 

strategy. And if you don’t have these linkages, you’re effectively missing a trick.  

Now, when thinking about big data, there are a number of different ways that you can think about 

this. One of the most useful diagrams or frameworks that you can think about is that of the four Vs. 

And the four Vs are effectively volume, variety, veracity, and velocity.  

Let’s start with volume. In order to be or have, you know, the big data in itself, probably intuitive, you 

need to have a larger number of data sources, as well as volumes of insights on individual customers. 

It’s the aggregating which basically creates the richness within the dataset. And remember, it’s not 

across a single dataset, it’s about meshing a number of different data sources. So you’ve got some 

that feature across the slide.  

The second thing is basically meshing together a different variety of data types and sources. We 

come back to some of the definitions around structure, semi-structured, unstructured data. And 

that’s what you basically get in that variety section.  

Veracity is effectively the need to basically have robust data. Effectively, you have integrity within your 

data. Make it trusted, make it clean, make it deduped, because any anomalies that you have within it 

would only hinder the result that you get out of the other side, causing inaccuracies that sometimes 

you’re not able to pick up later on. Remember, robust inputs equal robust and valid outputs, and this 

is fundamentally important in big data.  
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And then velocity. We talked about speed, accuracy, if you’re putting too much historical data in 

there, too much would have changed. You know we talked about the changing nature of things, and 

the unpredictability of the marketplace. And this is a core facet here that if we don’t get right for big 

data, we’re going to make mistakes. And then we start to... we’ll start to question the reliab ility and 

validity of the data that we basically have, and the insight that we gleaned from that data. So velocity 

of putting the most current datasets in a dynamic way, and often in a real-time way to input the data 

is very, very important.  

So if you think about the four Vs, a really useful framework to be thinking about how you can 

structure your big data approach, how do you collect big data in this way, and how do you start to 

analyze it as well.  

So let’s now think a little bit more about some other definitions. Moving on to statistics and advanced 

analytics. So statistics, as you can see by the slide, I’ll read the definition there, but in essence it’s all 

about creating generalizable results using certain datasets. Being able to analyze with certain level of 

certainty that something is going to occur. You’ve also got statistics as a way to understand 

correlation versus causation, and they help you to outline that, but also at a more general level, to 

understand basic interpretations of what the data is telling you.  

Advanced analytics is the analysis of data using sophisticated quantitative methods to produce 

insights that traditional approach to business intelligence is unlikely to uncover. So using analytics as 

a way to make key business decisions is absolutely critical for us.  

Let’s think a little bit about machine learning, and the value of machine learning. So machine learning 

is a type of artificial intelligence that provides computers with the ability to grow and change when 

exposed to new data, without being explicitly programmed. In effect, it enables us to automate 

things, to make recommendations, to detect certain key things like food, for example.  

Now, think about the technology around the driverless car. Effectively, what does that do? It’s using 

machine learning as a way to make predictive decisions based on key inputs that it sees from the 

environment around us. So whether you’re driving along and you’re, you know, you’re getting both 

sensor data, video data, audio data, data from things like GPS for example. And what that’s all doing 

is being aggregated into some decision mechanism to determine what the next best action is for a 

car. We have that applied across a number of different things, even in the marketing spectrum.  

So next best action technologies and solutions are becoming extremely relevant in today’s 

environment. Think about your marketing activities, where in effect, you put in inputs, and then the 

system learns and does it yourself... or does it itself.  

Think about cookies as a great example. A major trend around machine learning is the internet of 

everything, where basically things are connected to one thing versus the other. Think about home 

automation, is another key area where you’re putting inputs into a system, and then certain outputs 

are just happening automatically, because it knows the behavior, the predicting the behavior of 

what’s happening. Fraud detection, for all you people working in data privacy areas, is another key 

area that machine learning could be a massive help for. Think about the fact that you, you know, 

you’re constantly trying to understand what your customers are doing, but you have datasets which 

just far outweigh the way that a human can predict or a human can detect some of these key things.  
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Well, machine learning is the solution for that, because they can understand key behaviors and 

triggers, which then enable it to do key decisive actions. Now, what are the advantages when we 

think about machine learning, particularly for marketers? Well, in effect, the first thing is, it’s a massive 

data input. And what that basically means is you can store and use a, you know, a significant amount 

of data in that sense. It can rapidly process, and within a few split seconds, and make key decisions, 

and predictions of the analysis phase about what is going to happen next. So it can actually act 

quicker than any human can in this environment. It’s an action-orientated system, so there’s always 

an output to it, and there’s always a decisive moment around real-time that plays very strongly. And it 

can learn from past behavior.  

So in reality, you know, you can put certain inputs in, and then it can detect what’s going to happen 

for the future. Clearly there are other things and factors to consider around, you know, things can 

change in the environment, but also sophisticated machine learning can look after that as well now. 

Let’s now move on to think about open data. Well, let’s start with defining exactly what open data is. 

It’s data that can be freely used, reused, and redistributed by anyone, subject only at most, and the 

requirement to attribute and share alike. It’s effectively data that you can get out in the ether.  

There is so much data that’s available in the public domain that you can then manipulate, you can 

use. Think about some of the quality government sources that you have access to, whether it’s 

census data, whether it’s data that, you know, you can have from the stock market or London Stock 

Exchange, is an example I used previously. It’s gives you a real ability to manipulate things or 

secondary data sources, you know, that you can use and overlay onto your own internal data 

sources to add to the richness of the data that you currently have.  

Now, what are the advantages about having open data? Well, one of the key things when thinking 

about, you know, the movement around open is, you know, companies today are putting an IP out 

there. I mean, Tesla’s a great example of this, where effectively they’re saying, “Here you go, guys. 

Here’s the plan, you know, for creating, you know, regenerative batteries.” Well, why not have that in 

the ether? You’ve also got things like, you know, Linux, as a system or an operating system that 

allows people to develop one over the other.  

So what are the advantages there that you think about with all of these things? Well, first of all, it 

creates an ecosystem of openness, where everyone can benefit and contribute to the stimulation of 

that environment, and it effectively, you know, becomes, you know, an extremely innovative type of 

process in that sense, where people, you know, can contribute and add to the overall objective.  

It also, given the volume of people that can contribute, it actually creates quite an efficient way of 

doing things, and it’s easy to share. Typically, these things are open through online, accessible types 

of ways of working, and it’s a collaborative type of approach, so you know, people don’t feel that, you 

know, one person is winning bigger than the other. And also, it’s quite a transparent way of thinking 

about things, so there’s an absolute data transparency that plays in the mix as well, because, you 

know, there’s nowhere for you to hide in that sense. You basically just have it out in ether.  

Unfortunately, you know, some of the drawbacks on the other side to be thinking about this, is that, 

clearly, it’s untrustworthy data, particularly when things have come from unreliable sources. You need 

to be quite careful about how you use it, when you use it. And it kinda goes back to that data 

cleansing type or data de-duping type of approach, where if you can’t trust the data, you’re not quite 
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sure about the inputs, you’re not sure about the outputs. So you gotta be careful about how you use 

it in that way. Make sure it’s from reliable, you know, sources.  

And clearly, as a consequence of being open, one of the things that may be the case is that it’s 

unreliable infrastructure. People haven’t been able to invest the type of resources in order to be able 

to house it, to be able to distribute it. You know, you might have server issues. And you might also 

have things like viruses if it’s not protected in the way that it should. So you need to be quite 

cognizant if you’re gonna use it or access it, that you’ve kind of thought about these challenges and 

how you may overcome them if these problems may occur.  

Now, what is, you know, private data? Effectively, it is the data that you house within some sort of 

internal capability or internal data capturing infrastructure that you have that, effectively, is not... is 

behind, say, a firewall or behind you know, a formal organization, for example, and, you know, it’s for 

you to keep.  

Now, often, private data itself can be shared across a consortium of people, so, for example, think 

about credit scoring. Banks will share credit scoring data amongst each other, and the reason why 

they do that is because they feel it’s for the common good. So you can see that private data, too, can 

become somewhat semi-open, because it’s not completely in the public domain; but certainly, it’s 

within a small consortium of organizations that feel it will be relevant and mutually beneficial to share 

those core insights.  

But let’s think about some of the key challenges that you’ll face when evaluating private data. So the 

first thing is that it’s, you know, bad processes in the systems. Clearly, you know, it may be 

antiquated. I mean, thinking about banking systems, a bank that I used to work for, you know, uses a 

system which is 30, 40 years old, and, you know, that’s no fault of their own. It’s just probably the 

most reliable system they have. And, you know, there are great examples of banking systems that try 

to get upgraded and don’t work, and they fall foul to, you know, error. So you can kind of see the 

pros and cons with upgrading systems. It’s kind of a reactive approach of data management as well, 

because, effectively, you need to collect and then react to it.  

So effectively, you know, you’re maybe losing the relevancy and time-bound nature of, you know, 

data control and, you know, how you can use your data. And it also, clearly, is fragmented. It’s owned 

in-house in silo type of pockets and pools. Even within your own organization, you may have a 

number of different places in which you store that data. Now, that’s extraordinarily, you know, 

problematic in the long-term, because you then can’t marry the data together to create even richer 

insights.  

And then, finally, you need to encourage a data culture, so if you’ve only got, you know, private data, 

you need to get people on board with you. You need to get people drawn in to, you know, encourage 

them to use, to flex, to update, to analyze that data within your environment, and if you don’t, 

effectively, that private data can soon be lost data or irrelevant data. So you need to be thinking 

about some of these key considerations in this respect.  

When thinking about data collection, we’ve kind of talked about this concept before, but it’s 

extraordinarily important to think about your points at which you are going to collect robust elements 
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of data. And if you do that, more so to the point, you need to think about what ways and 

methodologies you’re going to use to be able to do that collection.  

We talked about the difference between qualitative versus quantitative data, and this is not so more 

true and relevant, you know, when you’re collecting and analyzing, because they both give you 

different sides of the coin. You know, one of the core concepts when thinking about, you know, how 

you and what type of data you collect, is a concept called “triangulation.” And triangulation effectively 

means using multiple data sources as a means through which to collect both qualitative and 

quantitative data, and when put together, they add to the richness of it all their own.  

So thinking about the data collection process is extraordinarily important, and, you know, in reality, 

thinking about, you know, what customers you’re targeting, you know, what kind of questions you’re 

asking those customers, when are you asking them. You know, it may be the same customer, but at 

a point where they’re disgruntled they will give you a very different response to when they’re actually 

very happy and satisfied with your organization.  

So you need to get a really good cross-section across a number of different dimensions in order to 

make that data analysis and collection meaningful to what you are trying to really achieve and the 

insights you’re trying to get on that.  

Now, let’s think about some of the recent or current trends when thinking about data collection. Now, 

there’s a number of different ways to basically do data collection, and a lot of the time, some of the 

more conventional ways seem a little bit stuffy and non-responsive from a customer perspective. It 

feels like, you know, the rule of sending a survey through the post and expecting someone to fill that 

out both accurately is probably in the past. I mean, some of the most common things we see is 

people visiting websites, for example, and you know, you’ll be asked a short survey on the back-end 

of it to see how your experience is.  

One of the key concepts around data collection is the point at which you do so. So for example, if 

you have an experience and, you know, then a company asks you for feedback five or six days 

before, it could be very, very different from when they may have asked you to do that, you know, at 

the outset of that process. So you’ve gotta think about, you know, what time is the most relevant 

time to be able, you know, to collect that data.  

So mobile marketing research is a very good one, and one of the reasons why it is great is because 

not only can you get an understanding straight from the customer in real-time, because we’re always 

on our phones, but you can also get location-specific data as well, understanding the context. So 

remember, context is key. You get that wider context as to when someone is responding to you, 

which can actually act as something quite meaningful over the long-term to determine, you know, 

why someone responded in a certain way.  

Prediction market and social media research, again, is becoming very, very active. Think about the 

number of Facebook surveys that you have out there. And again, these are just ways and means to 

try and, you know, get access to a customer base, based on a relevant channel that they’re 

constantly using in a timely way, you know, perhaps, quite soon after they’ve had that experience.  

Biometric market research, again, is another really interesting one, and it’s a way to kind of uniquely 

identify a certain individual acting in a certain way. Now, why is that useful? Well, think about 

segmentation. If you can understand at an individual level how someone is responding, it makes it a 

much easier thing to be able to determine what you want to be doing next with.  
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And finally, this concept around virtual shopping is extremely important as well, because it gives you 

the ability to kind of test someone in a virtual environment about how they may react in reality. So, 

you know, taking you as far and as close to reality as you can when you’re trying to get these insights 

is going to be extremely valuable over the long-term.  

Let’s now start to think about data collection and thinking specifically about some of the key 

considerations we need to make when collecting data. Now, the most obvious one perhaps is that of 

sample size. Why is this extremely important? Well quite simply if we get the sample size wrong i.e. 

perhaps too small, the results don’t become generalizable, and if they don’t become generalizable 

some of the key insights may be amiss. And in reality, if you’re going to make decisions based on the 

data or insights you collect, you could actually be straying further away from what your customers 

want, then in reality without doing anything.  

The second thing with data collection is the operational issues. We’ve all experienced the difference 

between putting a plan down on page and what happens in reality. We need to think about quite 

robustly how we overcome these operational issues. How do we collect the data in a way that we’re 

not creating an error in biases? That we’re not misleading people, that we’re asking them at the right 

time and in a way that we have permission to do so. Largely if we film in public areas, we may not 

have the permissions to do so, for example, or if we ask questionnaires in certain areas. Again, you 

may not get the best responses.  

The third aspect is that of segmentation. You need to be clear at the beginning of the process 

exactly who you’re looking to target because, again, if you end up doing a survey on school kids, 

when in reality your target audience was professionals, you’re going to miss a trick. So thinking about 

the target audience set up, to begin with, is going to be a very important thing to do.  

The accuracy of the information is very vitally important. I think we’ve all done it before in surveys, a 

little bit quick or not reading the questions too fully, and we’ve ended up doing it in a haphazard way. 

Unfortunately, the people analyzing the data have then troubles to distinguish between what was 

realistic and true with that of people simply just filling it in for the sake of it, so we’ve got to be very 

conscious and start to think about the anomalies within that data set but it’s always better to actually 

try and get accurate information at the outset then try and post-rationalize some of the skewed 

results you may have because of the accuracy element.  

And remember that no data collection process is without its biases and its inherent biases. We need 

to, as a consequence of that, try and overcome them as best we can, but more so than that as well, 

recognize that they exist and overlay what I term the humanistic or intuitive element on to the data; 

because that essentially means we have... we will do a bit of a “make sense check” on this, and if it 

doesn’t make sense, you may want to... or you may have to redo that study to ensure that your 

accuracy is absolutely spot on.  

I talked about the concept of triangulation and triangulation becomes very important at this stage as 

well. So do think about that.  

Let’s start to think more about real-time data uploads. What effectively does this mean? In essence, 

it’s all about taking real-time data and putting it into a system for further analysis. You need to think 

about some of the advantages with doing this, and it kind of goes back to some of the key 

considerations we spoke about from a data perspective before: relevant, timely, time-bound, 

accurate, etc. So, real-time error insights. So, understanding what’s happening and then being able 
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to tweak your customer journey, for example, based on real-time uploads of say, someone’s getting 

stuck at a certain web page. You have the ability to kind of translate that data quickly and make that 

change so you don’t lose ROI. You don’t lose your customers or profitability. You’re consciously 

iterating. You have the ability to fraud detect in real-time.  

Think about the triggers that you have in place which instantly block your cash card when you’re 

abroad. It’s because it’s triggering a real-time fraud detection system based on some of the key 

inputs that you’ve just made into that transaction. It also gives you better sales insights so you have 

the ability to then kind of use your data to make more robust sales or do more of the same, or to 

change your strategy. But again, in a responsive quick way, and it gives you the ability to understand 

your customer at a ground level, quickly being able to adapt when trends change, when your 

customer insights start to change. You can then jump on that trend and make a big difference.  

Moving on to some of the advantages of batched data. So what exactly is batched data? Well it’s the 

aggregate data that kind of accumulates across a period of time which enables you to make rich 

insight because of the amount of data that’s then kind of put together in a cluster to be able to 

inform the decision making. So for example some of the insights. It’s more robust insights for 

example, because again, think about statistics and think about something we talked about around 

volume of data. So this gives you that volume of data.  

The second thing is it’s cost effective because you’re aggregating things up and then kind of putting 

the data out there. So in our business, for example, we’d do data sets across every week or every 

month for example. And once we do that, we aggregate that data up and then draw and glean 

insights from it. So it’s less responsive, but it’s quite cost effective and enables you to slowly get 

more generalizable results than say, daily results, which sometimes become quite defective or quite 

unreliable particularly when you start introducing things like seasonality into the mix. And clearly as a 

consequence of batched uploaded data, it’s less resource intensive.  

If you don’t have a great automated solution for your data a lot of the time it can be quite manual to 

be able to do the uploads, understand what the data is, collect the data and then do some analysis 

around it. If you’re doing that on a daily, hourly, you know, in terms of automation, many a second 

basis, it’s quite a manually intensive process. If you do it using batched data say, once a week or 

once a month again, yes, less relevant but actually less intensive. So you may want to start there if 

you’re starting from the ground up as a way to try and think about how you may plan for the future, in 

effect.  

Now moving on to data processing. What is micro processing or processes? So there’s a number of 

things to think about when doing data processing, the first is data validation. Understanding what 

data, raw data is both valid, what’s relevant, what’s clean, what is pure data in effect, is very, very 

important, and distinguishing that from good and bad data, as we talked about earlier as well.  

The second thing then becomes about data sorting. How do you do that? Where do you cluster up 

your different data sets and to what...across different variables? Ultimately, organizations at the top 

level will usually sort data under customer level data or product level data and based on those types 

of variables you can be quite helpful. Unfortunately, it doesn’t cross-pollinize very well.  

Data summarization, effectively as well, what does it mean? What is the kind of aggregated thing that 

it’s trying to say? At a high level you need to do the aggregation bit, but then at a lower level you 
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need to be able to go down and dig down into deeper pockets of your data to understand what key 

target segments may be doing and responding to your data in different ways.  

So for instance, in the insurance world we would have channel splits so you could understand your 

overall retention rates of the number of people retaining an insurance product, but then on the other 

side if you dug down deeper you could understand that at a channel basis, so people who are 

coming into the telephone, people coming to the web, people coming through an aggregator, and 

then you could basically drill down and see well, what were the core insights here? Why would these 

people leave and why were these people staying? So it’s very important to do a high level as well as 

deep dive.  

Now the problem with high-level versus deep dive is statistical relevance and accuracy. If you’re 

doing it too deep down, effectively, you may not have the volumes to be able to get accurate 

prediction statistically, while at the general level you may be able to do that higher up. So you got to 

kind of mix and match your approach, and there’s an element of pragmatism that plays in the mixer 

when you’re processing your data as well that you must be conscious of.  

When thinking about the next stage is data analysis, what you then go on to do with your data, how 

do you then transfer what your raw data is into something meaningful? And the way that you will do 

this is by asking yourself key related questions within the dataset, and once you have an 

understanding of what key questions you want to ask, it becomes more relevant and you can kind of 

go off to what you’re trying to seek for. It’s kind of like if you try to look for a needle in a haystack 

without asking the right questions, you’re unlikely to get many meaningful answers. While it’s asking 

the right questions and setting up in the preparation phase as we talked about in stage one, will 

perhaps give you more robust answers.  

Once you’ve got the analysis and you’ve understood what you’re trying to go after, you need to 

report back on that. And reporting effectively is a way...or standardized reporting is things that people 

do on a regular basis, and effectively what it means is it enables you to churn out monthly MI reports 

in a consistent way based on new updated data sets. This has got a mega advantage in that your 

organization gets comfortable with what they’re trying to read, what the KPIs are, and then they can 

monitor the changing nature of those KPIs. It becomes essentially important to set up what those 

KPIs are from the outset though, of course, so you need to think about that.  

And then finally, how you classify your data into different segments and build it up is very, very 

important as well. So classification of your data, and then what does it mean? How do you report and 

how do you analyze it are some of the key facets when thinking about micro-processes?  

So when processing your data, what are some of the best practices that you can use? Well, the first 

thing is using advanced analytics techniques can actually be really helpful and really useful. If you go 

back to Statistics 101, to begin with, and start building up models, predictive elements, correlations, 

causations, as well as some of the normal raw statistics you may use – average, standard deviation – 

all these things can be very, very good at kind of building the foundation up, and also then from that 

lead on to more predictive techniques of analysis.  

You need to think about scrubbing data to build quality into the existing processes. This comes down 

to the preparation stage again, where you’re cleansing, you’re deduping, to build in things that you 

understand and have triggers when you feel things aren’t going right, when you feel the data may not 

be as robust as you think.  
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Shape data using flexible manipulation techniques. It’s really important that you keep the raw data 

but then have the ability to kind of shape it in the way that you want. And this is a little bit of a be 

brave iterative process that I would say is important in this area. It’s one that you need to kind of do a 

little bit more searching. Understand by flexing your data what comes out the other side and then 

you can start to think about doing raw questions or more specific structured question you need to 

answer.  

And then shared metadata across data management analytics domains. This is fundamentally 

important as well. We talked about open versus private data, for example, I’ve been able to share a 

range of data sets and then understand how they all patch together, become really important to gain 

fundamental insights about what’s going on within that market share.  

Let’s think about some of the challenges of data processing. These kind of fall into two core buckets. 

The first one is out of technological challenges and then the second is that of security challenges. So 

for example, using multiple systems from a technological perspective can be extraordinarily 

challenging. If you work for a big organization, you’ll know that there are multiple systems that have 

gotten used over time. Marrying those datasets up, later on, can be both a challenge and just so 

complex, it may not even be worth your time doing, but ultimately you want to create one version of 

the truth.  

The problem with multiple systems is that they can be conflicting data sets that exist. Also, the way 

that these systems get updated can be quite a problem as well. So the time lags that exists between 

them, something that you must consider. The advent of inaccurate data as well, both of the capture 

phase or even at the manipulation phase or analysis phase, could be very problematic for you when 

processing that data; so you need to watch out for inaccurate data and the best simple way of doing 

that is the “does it make sense” test.  

I know it’s a pretty easy way of thinking about it, but ultimately that’s what it comes down to. Intuition 

plus insight equals something magical, and you got to be thinking about that all the time. And whilst 

the final thing is about data cleansing, again, it goes back to the core of being able to come up with 

clean data. Being confident about your data and data cleansing forms a big part of that. On the other 

side, you’re thinking about security challenges. So you’ve got physical challenges of storage of data, 

where it’s held, but also moving on you have things like personnel challenges.  

Clearly, we live in a complex world, staff turnover, etc., and you’ve got to think about who has access 

to the data. Is it a need-to-know basis or is it everyone open access? A lot of the time you need to 

be quite restrictive in the kind of data that you can offer people. So for example, in head office when I 

was working for a bank we didn’t have access to customer-level systems simply because we didn’t 

need to have access to it. Procedural challenges as well: how do you get access to the data? What 

are the challenges? How do you engage a customer analyst to be able to mine in the data, are some 

of the key challenges as well, and clearly all these data requests they tend to be a massive pipeline 

around this? So you need to think about that.  

And it effectively, technical challenges as well, access to the systems, for example. Who can 

determine what data there is? And particularly when transferring data from one system to the next to 

do some sort of analysis, that can be completely challenging from a security perspective. Where are 

the leakages? Think about how that basically plays out as well.  
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We’ve covered a lot of ground within this section so let’s summarize some of the key facets to it.  

The first thing is to understand the key considerations surrounding big data and how to leverage big 

data. Now remember the four V framework that I spoke about, volume, variety, velocity and veracity. 

Really, really important to think about and how you use that framework in a useful way when I’m 

covering this.  

The second thing is that of machine learning, and it’s a specific opportunity to automate some of the 

processes to kind of create real-time techniques or responsiveness within this. You also need to be 

aware of the relation between open and private data. We spoke a lot about the different... core 

differences between understanding what data you need to access, understanding what data you 

can put in the public domain as well, is kind of really important.  

And then finally, thinking about the most appropriate data collection sources, and then how do you 

upload that data into a relevant place and process that data as well? So that’s a whole kind of value 

chain you need to go through from collection, to uploading, to processing. It’s really, really important 

to get all those stages right to be able to create robust datasets effectively.  

So let’s start again at the fundamental definition around what exactly is data storage. So data 

storage, in effect, is archiving data in electromagnetic or other forms for use by computer or device. 

In effect, it’s just a way of keeping your data on a shelf on a server that’s safe, that you can then 

retrieve whenever you want. Now, clearly, there’s been a dramatic shift in where and how data is 

stored. There was a massive industry around creating your own bespoke servers in physical 

locations, and now that’s largely moving onto much more cloud-based solutions done in central 

departments all around the world.  

Now, one of the key considerations when thinking about data storage in a cloud-based environment 

is exactly what geographies are the cloud servers in? A lot of the time, organizations have very 

specific requirements, particularly, you know, within the E.U., for example, about that they, you know, 

data needs to be stored within the E.U. environment. So it’s important that, you know, we get and we 

understand exactly where the data is stored to make something robust out of it.  

Now, let’s think a little bit about the definition of data storage compression. Now, this effectively is the 

reduction of electronic space, data bits, in effect, to use in representing a piece of information by 

eliminating the repetition of element sets or redundant data bits in an audio, video, graphic, or text-

based file. Essentially, what we’re doing is you can think about file compression... I mean, the way to 

visualize this is, you know, you’re sending an email, and you’re only allowed to send a certain number 

of megabytes, through a Gmail account, for example, 25MB. What, effectively, you’re doing are there 

are certain technologies that allow you to compress that data or compress those files into more 

manageable chunks by removing some of these kind of key repetitive elements to them. And that 

has a mega advantage, particularly for a storage perspective. You’re not using up that much space. 

But then also a transferability perspective at a later stage.  

Now, there are a number of key advantages that we must consider when thinking about hard drives. 

So the first one is hard drives can be read and written with speed very, very easily and quickly, and 

that’s one of the core benefits and features of using a robust hard drive. Now, hard disks can also 

store data without the need for electricity, and mass hard drives are really, really important. I mean, 

even physical hard drives in today’s world of, you know, everything’s in the ether and the cloud...are 

really important when you’re looking, you know, to keep either mega, massive documents or ones 
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that are so important to you that you want to have it somewhere physical as well. And hard drives 

allow data to be stored in one place. It’s a compact way of easily being able to store your data.  

Cloud-based solutions, typically in today’s environment, will always have some level of limit that they 

can have on them, so having a separate hard drive can, you know, somewhat help that process.  

Let’s think about the advantages of an external cloud-based solution. So clearly, there’s been a mega 

drive for, you know, external cloud-based solutions. And more to the point, you know, things like, you 

know, Dropbox or Google Drive or, you know, or Amazon Web Service, you know, all of these type of 

things are great tools to use, clearly because, you know, they are, first of all, robust cloud-based 

solutions. But they also cover a lot of the security angles that you would want to have, and it enables 

you to implement SaaS-based solutions, so Software as a Service. But let’s look, specifically, at some 

of the key advantages.  

So first of all, its increased usability. It enables people across the world to basically gain access to 

that data or information through the likes...just using, you know, simple web browsing or simple 

internet connections or broadband connections. It saves your width band, in effect, basically 

because, you know, it’s stored up somewhere which can only be accessed whenever you want or 

later on, etc., so you’re not constantly downloading, you know, different assets that you have.  

The next thing to think about is its increased accessibility. It kind of goes back to the point around 

anyone can access this at any point of time whenever they like. And clearly, there’s disaster recovery. 

If you actually lose the data, it’s always backed up in a really robust way. You know, a very simple 

example was one day I was in my home, and the ceiling basically got flooded, which meant that my 

laptop got destroyed. Luckily, I had a complete backup on the cloud, which meant that I didn’t lose 

any of my files.  

Basically, there’s a mega trend towards the loss of value of hardware, and that’s a consequence of 

things like the cloud, for example. And it’s becoming much more cost-effective to do that. Why hold 

and try and have and host data at a physical location, which is much more expensive than when you 

can basically offer a cloud-based solution and effectively reduce the cost on that process.  

So when thinking about some of the technological challenges of data storage, what are these to 

think about? Well, the first one is that of capacity. I mentioned this before, but in effect, you know, 

whether it’s a cloud-based solution or an internal server, you’ve only got so much space that you can 

use. You can buy more, clearly, but there will always be constraints on capacity.  

The second thing to think about is that of multiple systems. It’s really, you know, again, discussed in 

the past in some other slides, was, you know, multiple systems and multiple organizations. And we 

need to think about, you know, how we transfer them and create a common platform for storage 

across the platforms, basically. Various types of data become quite troublesome as well in being able 

to mesh data sets together because, effectively, the input fields are not able to, you know, to create a 

synergy between different data sets.  

And finally, depending where you are in the world, you may have a whole range of system outages 

from electricity shortages, but more so, servers go down. And if servers do go down, it becomes 

fundamentally difficult to work when you’re particularly reliant on them for your data.  

So then, moving on to think about some of the key security considerations that you may have, you 

know, when thinking about data storage. So these are just some key questions to ask yourself, a little 

bit of a checklist, as it were, when thinking about, you know, how you store your data, where you 
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store your data, to make sure that you’re, you know, keeping everything about the security lines and 

band wagon, basically.  

So for example, what are your data storage and transaction logs secure? Or are your data storage 

and transaction logs secure? Is your input data valid? Are you keeping track of security alerts? Does 

your company follow guidelines to protect sensitive information, and is all your sensitive and private 

data encrypted? I mean, these are just some kind of key common pitfalls that you must be thinking 

about when, you know, thinking about the validity of your data, how it basically works, and whether 

you’re really securing yourself for the future.  

Now, in Europe, there’s a new regulation called the GDPR, the General Data Protection Regulation, 

which focuses very specifically on security considerations. Now if, for example, you fall foul of those 

security regulations, you can be fined up to 4% of your global turnover. So no more so than ever 

before, are we, you know, realizing the importance of security and data coming together.  

When thinking about data-driven decision making, linked data is very, very important. So what do we 

mean by linked data? Well, it’s a method of exposing and connecting data on the web from different 

sources using hyperdata links, you know, much like hypertext links to allow people to move from one 

document to another. And linked data, you know, whether it’s helping a customer through a journey 

through multiple data sets and different websites or it’s, basically, linking the data sets at the back 

end maybe from transactional data to complaint data to, you know, customer service data. It’s all 

about linking these different things together to get a richer understanding about where your 

customer’s going, what are they doing, and what are the key bottlenecks within your journey that 

you’re trying to solve for, which can then deliver you tangible value.  

And tangible value’s not just commercial value, it’s customer value as well, it’s regulatory value, it’s 

keeping above board with security considerations. All these things become really, really important 

and pertinent, and linked data is the key to be able to get you to do that.  

So thinking about some of the key considerations around process of linked data. So, you know, use 

URIs as names for things, use HTTP URIs, so you know, people can look up those names. You know, 

when someone looks up, you know, a URL and provide useful information. You know, using kind of 

key standards that I used in the past.  

Now, these things may, you know, be intuitive to some of you out there who, you know, use this type 

of stuff on a daily basis. But if not, these are quite fundamental things to get right from the outset. 

Include links to other URLs to encourage further discovery. All of these key things are really, really 

important when trying to create a robust, comprehensive journey for your customer.  

So think about semantic technologies and what are the uses of, you know, semantic technologies. 

Well, semantic technology, things like, say, auto-recognition of topics and concepts, information and 

meaning extraction and categorization. All of these things are effectively drawing similarities within 

your data, within your content, in effect, and enabling you to label up and badge things in a 

meaningful way for your customers, so they can navigate things much more easily than ever before.  

So auto-recognition of topics and concepts. You know, for example, if you’re a content-led business, 

I mean, think the likes of Facebook, or of LinkedIn, for example, they’ve all categorized things through 

tags. It enables people to, you know, to get to your data quicker. It enables people to, you know, to 

pick up, you know, relevant things that are interesting for them in a meaningful way and quicker as 
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well. So it’s going to be this information and meaning extraction becomes quite pertinent. And then, 

finally, the categorization, as I said, tagging this up into different core elements that people can relate 

to become really important and, you know, an exciting way to go about doing things.  

Now, thinking about semantic technologies, what are some of the core advantages to be thinking 

about in this area? So the first thing is that of search information from disparate sources can be 

categorized in a more easily, readily, and automated way. It effectively automatically refines our 

searches in that respect. It also creates, you know, forges relationships between the concepts that 

they help you to predict change, and they’ll do so in an automated way, which actually becomes very 

useful.  

And then, finally, what it does, it builds more transparent systems and communications because it’s 

creating automated linkages between your different data sets and drawing out different 

categorizations as well. 

Let’s now move on to think about one of the most mega trends and fundamental changes and shifts 

that are taking place in the market. That’s of the Internet of Things. So, what is the Internet of Things? 

Well, it’s a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital machines, objects, 

animals or people. It provides you with unique identifiers and ability to transfer data over a network 

and crucially, it is without requiring human to human or human to computer interaction. It’s effectively 

when one object starts talk to the other, which starts to talk to the other. Think about ambulance 

services going down the main street and being able to talk to traffic lights to be able to get you 

know, when to change at the right time at the right pace as they’re going through. Think about the 

detection of healthcare problems before they happen which alerts the GP to then fixing or to then 

automatically send out a prescription to solve that problem for a particular patient. Think about home 

automation where you know, the system predicts that you’re about to walk in the door, turns the 

lights on and turns the heating on for you.  

You can see when you know, you’re running short of milk that a computer needs to just re-order it 

from the website and it does that. It’s re-ordered and then basically to your door the next day. It’s all 

the desire of objects coming together and basically filling in all these various linkages which basically 

mean that the need for human input becomes less and less relevant and in effect when you think 

about it, it’s the meshing of a number of key fundamental trends and technologies coming together 

to be able to offer this type of solution. I mean, machine learning is a great example of that. Without 

you know, a machine being able to identify and understand what’s happening, it will be very, very 

difficult you know, for this to basically to take place.  

So, what are some of the key considerations to make when thinking about the Internet of Things? 

Well, the first thing is that of embedding objects. You need to be able to put intelligence into certain 

objects for them to make it meaningful. So, you know, location of living things with electronics is a 

great example, whether it’s chipping of human beings, whether it’s GPS locations on your mobile, 

whether it’s patient input, whether it’s Fitbits in your health tracking devices. You know, it goes on 

and on, but ultimately is building and inputting key technologies to be able to monitor and then do 

something about that monitoring all those insights in real-time from one object to another.  

It also needs and requires a lot of software in the backend to make that decision process for you. So, 

updating on that software is actually critical. You need to think about you know, think about Fitbits 

and health evaluations. When that software links your Fitbit data or hardware data to your GP’s data, 

certainly that becomes quite a meaningful thing when you know, to make predictions about who is 

more likely to you know, do certain things or fall ill or whatever that may be. So, you have that ability 

using software as a means to get an additional richness within your data set.  
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You also think about you know, sensors. Whether that sensor is on your home, whether that senses 

when you’re, you know, in your car. Think about driverless cars and the number of sensors that it 

would have, or when you’re walking in the door and the tracks basically your movement through your 

mobile. All of these things enable… using sensors enables the intelligence to be activated at certain 

points within that journey and that’s really important to be able to have those sensors at appropriate 

locations.  

I mean, you can think about RFID is a great sensor that’s likely to take place across the retail 

environment. And a good example of this is that of Argos. So, Argos is basically predicting an 

onwards vision essentially is to basically get the customers out within three minutes of walking into 

the store. And one of the key ways they’re thinking about doing that is by having sensors at the door 

which predicts when customers are about 50 meters away, so the store can get the items that 

they’ve ordered online ready for delivery.  

The next thing is about network capability and connectivity. It’s no use having these networks in silos, 

you need to basically have the entire network connected together to be able to understand how the 

linkages work. And so that’s why it’s important to create this connectivity and in this sense and in 

this... basically in this way. We talked a lot about the different applications of the internet of things. I 

mean on this slide here, you can just see, and I think I’ve talked about all four of these core elements 

and aspects to you know, the Internet of Things and how they come about and how they work. So, 

browse through them and I think what would be important here and quite relevant, is see how these 

various aspects and trends and applications actually might fit into your businesses. And how you 

might apply some of these technologies and capabilities, to what you’re trying to achieve as an 

organization.  

I’ve got no doubt you won’t have to search very far to think about how the Internet of Things will 

impact you in the future. I mean, a great example that, just to pick on one is that of the connected 

car. Think about a world where you have a driverless car. What’s the role of motor insurance? You 

don’t have any accidents anymore. The number of accidents have gone down dramatically. So, in 

reality, all of these things will, particularly the Internet of Things, can fundamentally reshape how 

industries’ and organizations’ business models have operated for the last number of decades.  

Let’s now think more about data visualization. So, let’s start off by thinking about what exactly is the 

definition of data visualization. It essentially it helps to make big data understand using patterns, 

trends, correlations that might be undetected in text-based data and be exposed and unrecognized.  

So, in essence what we’re saying is, I mean, the thing that springs to my mind is that of a word cloud. 

It’s the ability to kind of spring up, or infographics is another great one, where you’re trying to 

basically, in a right nice visual way, interpret and identify key trends that you’re seeing within your 

existing data set. Now, this becomes really pertinent and important because from an understanding 

perspective, you know, like going back to the Rory Sullivan quote “there’s so much dross out there,” 

that in reality by, you know, putting these… you know, a data-driven approach into this, it basically 

means that you can reduce the number of... or you can reduce the reliance, or pick out the golden 

nuggets that you need through that visualizing perspective.  

So, there are a couple of advantages that we need to think about and, by the way, Tableau is a great 

example of a visualization software that anyone can use. It’s a SaaS based tool. So, I would 

recommend you check it out if you know, if that’s something you’re looking to do. But, what are the 

advantages of data visualization? Well, the first thing is it gives you the ability to visualize relationships 

between operational and business activities. It’s sort of the… you know, the classic Steve Jobs 

Stanford commencement speech when he talks about joining the dots. Data visualization is a way to 
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try and map out and join the dots across your business. How do, you know, how does the operations 

team and KPIs actually start to impact and influence the key business critical activities and strategies 

you’re trying to drive as a business? And by basically having that in a robust, neat format across you 

know, even a one pager, it basically really helps the organization to move forward and understand 

what you’re trying to achieve.  

Ultimately, you know, simplicity is key within these data environments. So, we need to think about 

how the simplicity aspect plays out and you know, to start to galvanize people to your strategy and 

this is a technique to use to do that. And it also helps to identify and act on emerging trends faster.  

Clearly, if you can see it plain on a page, light as day, obviously sticking out of what you need to do, 

it’s going to create an organizational emphasis to be able to make that done in a more robust way. 

I’ve seen so many times when in effect you’re trying to trudge through mega spreadsheets to try and 

patch things together. And it would have just helped had you had it down in one slide where you 

could’ve understood what the key nuggets were. And that would’ve both saved time, but also saved 

organizations from going into flux where you can’t make decisions because you know, you don’t 

have access to the key data sets that you’re trying to drive for or you don’t have, you know, it easily 

at your fingertips to just kind of make the call. And it’s important that you start to try and think about 

how you’ll do that more effectively.  

The next thing to think about is that of data mining. And what do we mean by data mining? So, it’s 

the process of analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it into useful information. 

Primarily used by companies with a strong consumer focus. In essence, think about the traditional 

sense of what mining is all about. It’s about going deep into the, you know, the heartland of 

something to figure out, or get something more valuable out of it.  

Going back, as you see on the slide, is a depiction of a miner, in the traditional sense, but now you’re 

doing it in a data sense. Digging further down the data to understand what are the core insights that 

it basically gives you are going to be really important here. So, going into you know, that core aspect 

of data mining is really important as, almost if, as if to understand, but what are the core insights that 

I’m trying to figure out here? What is in the data, what’s the data telling me? And then how can I, 

once I’ve understood that, generalize across a certain population around that?  

So, it’s about determining relationships in affect, and you can, you know, determine relationships 

across both internal as well as internal indicators. So, thinking about internal relationships around 

pricing, around positioning, around staff skills. So, pricing is a great one, and in effect, it’s probably 

one of the most notorious of the four Ps going back to marketing principles. Because clearly pricing, 

you know, you don’t know how much you want to charge.  

A great campaign was done by an insurance company in the UK, where they effectively asked 

customers how much they want to pay for s premium and gave them or made a tailor-made product 

based on the price they wanted to give. What was amazing about that was they were able to mine 

and understand different segments had different price points and different quality products that they 

wanted to have. So, you know, they were able to gain a rich understanding which they could then 

draw up on to make further pricing decisions in the future, once that camping was over.  

The next thing when thinking about it from an external perspective, is clearly have a number of 

economic indicators, competition, what are they doing in the marketplace and demographics. If you 

could mine data to really, truly understand say, competitive activity, you can get ahead and build 

propositions that actually reflect exactly what you’re trying to do as an organization and gain a 

differentiation from them. 
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So, then thinking about descriptive data analytics, what exactly is descriptive data analytics? Well, 

brief descriptive coefficients that summarize a given data set in which you could either have a 

representation of an entire population or sample of it. It kind of comes out to two core things, so 

measures of central tendency and measures of variability.  

So, what exactly are these? Well, measures of central tendency are, in effect, things like mode, 

median and average are essentially those measures of central tendency, and variability would be 

things like standard deviation. And what you’re basically doing here is you’re trying to make 

assumptions or come up with conclusions around what the data is telling you. You’re interpreting the 

data in certain ways and in reality, the usefulness of using one versus the other is limited. You need to 

use both together to come up with robust findings and understandings here as well. If you don’t do 

that, then you’re probably going to miss a trick and you’re probably going to miss some of the core 

insights that are what that data is basically telling you. So, make sure that you kind of have...that you 

use a spectrum of processes in place to be able to do that robustly.  
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So predictive data analytics is probably one of the most important concepts for organizations today. 

What exactly is it? Well, effectively it’s the use of data, statistical algorithms, and machine learning 

techniques to identify the likelihood of future outcomes based on historical data. We used to use this 

a lot within the insurance context. And in effect, what we’re doing is, we’re trying to make predictions 

about whether someone would, say, leave the insurance company or not from a customer 

perspective, based on the past history of what we’ve seen from other similar cohorts of customers.  

And that’s what essentially predictive analytics is all about, making core predictions about what can 

happen in the future. So it entails the application of mathematical and computational sciences. It 

suggests decision options to take advantage of the results of descriptive and predictive analytics.  

So again, it’s not just good enough to be able to identify some of the key trends that are going to 

happen in the future; you need to be able to then act based on those as well. And predictive analytics 

give you that ability to do so. So you need to use it as a decision-making tool and not a static tool, 

not an insight tool, but something that you can then implement. And remember, implementing them 

across a number of data sets, and technologies, or management tools will be important. So you can 

get your system on the one hand to develop your predictive techniques and then, on the other hand, 

you can determine or have a tool in place to do real-time next best action functionality on what the 

prediction should be.  

So combining these two things together, you end up with not only the insight but also the action, 

which I think is incredibly important. So what are kind of the key steps to think about during the 

decision making process? Now, clearly there are eight key things and this almost summarizes some 

of the key facets and stages that you need to go to or go through when determining how to come 

up with a data-driven strategy. Which clearly, for most organizations today, is at the core and 

heartland of what they’re trying to achieve.  

So stage one is that of understanding the strategy and competitors. Look inward and outward, the 

classic portals, external environment analysis, internal environment analysis. Understand the 

opportunities and threats that you have, which then helps you to determine some of the key 

questions that you need to ask from the business that you’re missing out on.  

Search for that using existing data, don’t think that you need to go external in the first instance. You 

may have the answers on your doorstep. Often people miss tricks by simply thinking they need to do 

big data before small data. Justify the costs on efforts of new data. Only go out to external sources 

and try and seek new data when you really need to. Can you make core business judgments based 

on the existing datasets? And remember, no matter what dataset you go to, it’s unlikely to find all the 

answers out for you.  

There’s an element of bravery and intuition that you always need to play within these things. But if 

you go down that road, you need to do some sort of data collection technique, and then analyze that 

data once you have it. You then need to think about, and present, and distribute those insights 

across the business. What do they mean for them? And incorporate those learnings to actually 

create a richness and do something with it, in effect. There’s no point having those core datasets 

and go through this whole process, if at the end you don’t really invest the time and the energy to 

actually come up with rich insights. So you need to be thinking about how you’re going to use the 

data and use this whole process to come up with the rich insights, in effect.  
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And one of the key ways you can think about doing that is using AI or artificial intelligence. So let’s 

think about what exactly it is. So it’s the theory and development of computer systems able to 

perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence such as individual perception, speech 

recognition, decision-making, translation between languages. It’s effectively, it’s the cognitive 

processes that machines can use as a way to make key decisions based on key real-time inputs that 

are being had.  

A very simple basic example is that of HSBC implementing voice and speech recognition into the 

internet telephone banking core services. It enables people to actually just have a voice recognition 

to be able to access their balances. This is a great, interesting way of using artificial intelligence, but 

clearly, it goes all the way to putting things on Mars as a way of...rather than humans going up there, 

as a way to basically do this.  

So you can see how artificial intelligence can be used across a multitude of different facets, from 

core everyday things like telephone banking all the way through to putting robots on Mars. Now, 

what is some of the catalysts for growth when thinking about artificial intelligence?  

Well, the first thing is that of Moore’s Law, the fact that people have the sort of 80/20 rule. The fact 

that there is a lot of data out there now, given big data, that you can make fundamentally key 

decisions based on this. And that’s driving intelligence through the system because of the ability to 

kind of put data sets together to create what we think is going to be predictive, an ability to be 

cognizant about this.  

The third aspect, clearly, is the internet and the cloud, because that gives you the tools and the 

know-how to create networks of connectivity. We talked about the Internet of Things and that’s 

starting to play at the forefront of artificial intelligence in this way.  

And then finally, creating the likes of new algorithms, new ways of thinking about things, simply 

enable you to become more cognizant and create better decision-making processes within the 

operations that you have. So in the likes of advanced robotics for example, ultimately it’s the 

algorithms which then start to help to determine what the next best action is. Now what is changing 

is the dynamic nature of those algorithms, because clearly once one is done machine learning 

enables the art of being able to then process it, and create new dynamic algorithms for the next 

experience. So not only is it static and it’s only based on the inputs at one point in time, it’s starting to 

become way more dynamic. And this is changing and it’s becoming much more robust down the line 

basically, as well.  

So what are the common applications? Here are just some of the key things that you can use or 

ways in which you can use artificial intelligence in that sense. So browse through them, but in every 

facet of your life and in fact, reflect on this and do a little bit more research about how AI can actually 

influence your world and what basically it’s doing. Maybe some of the industries that are listed on the 

slide are ones that you’re working regularly with. And you can reflect on how AI is kind of coming into 

your work, basically. And some of the enablers or the foundation enablers of AI effectively are the 

ones that are on the other side of the slide, things like computer vision, machine learning, natural 

language processing, robotics, speech recognition, etc., etc. The list goes on around how these 

things are ultimately used.  

But with AI you just start to kind of have these reflections of The Terminator, and Arnold 

Schwarzenegger and I, Robot, the Will Smith movie, etc., etc. So there are some real social concerns 
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that you have to think about with the implementation of AI and how it then starts to get implemented 

into everyday life here.  

I don’t think there’s much cause for worry at the moment, but certainly these are some things that 

are top of people’s minds, especially when you start to marry up things like privacy data and when 

machine learning starts to take over and make cognitive decisions on its own back. We need to be 

kind of conscious about some of the implications of that.  

So employability issues, I mean, one of the key things that even in this current regime people are not 

sort of worried too much more about globalization, about causing employability issues, but when 

machines start to take over the jobs that are in the environment. So how do we then transfer going 

to the next revolution on from what we’re in today, to make sure that people have sufficient jobs? 

And automation doesn’t basically render us all unemployed.  

The second thing is that of inequality, because clearly there’s some winners and losers within this 

game. We need to think about how sort of high-intensity capital versus lower-intensity capital kind of 

placed together in terms and measures together to reduce the inequalities. Because artificial 

intelligence by its very nature, it’s about the application of it, which actually is at the heart of this. So 

how do we marry up the inequalities aspect of it?  

Humanity as well, again talking about the humanitarian aspects of things. Clearly one of the major 

applications of advanced AI is that in surveillance and even things like in terror zones or war zones, 

for example. Humanitarian aspects of things, where, is it right for these things to be used in those 

vulnerable environments are things that we need to be thinking about a lot more, especially in a 

world of...and nothing is perfect. I mean, you’ve had some interesting examples, where even the most 

robust technologies around, say, Tesla cars, have had fundamental errors and have caused 

significant damage as a consequence of that, even to people’s lives. So thinking about the robotic 

errors that can occur, and basically solving for them.  

And then finally, thinking about the likes of software security as well, and making sure that we 

recognize the aspects around security and then solving for those problems. Now, in a world of 

thinking about faster, better, more intelligent, etc., one of the key things to think about is that of the 

economic considerations of AI. What does it allow us to do? And what are the implications that we 

basically have? Well, clearly as a main advantage of the whole process, it enables faster decision 

making. You can make faster decisions at speed and respond to that in a quicker way. It also enables 

lower costs because clearly less decision inputs, manual sort of inputs in there. It creates better job 

allocation. You can kind of focus the people on less manual tasks and get machines to do all the rest.  

And then finally, creates greater scale for you, so you can basically upscale your operation in a much 

more robust way, and with a lot less variability. Which you do have when you’re thinking about 

manual intensive type of approaches basically.  

Let’s move on and start to think about technological singularity. So what is it? It’s the hypothesis that 

the invention of artificial superintelligence will abruptly trigger a runaway technology growth, which 

will result in unfathomable changes to human civilization.  

And in fact, this kind of goes back slightly to what I was talking about earlier on about the Big Brother 

approach, The Terminator approach, the I, Robot approach. About how this fundamentally shifts the 

way that humans operate, we live, the way that the economic model works, the way that we have 

employability, humanity, jobs, all of those kind of key things will fundamentally change. And this is I 

guess a little bit of a trigger point in our time, to think about not only the advantages but how we 
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overcome some of the significant disadvantages to the way these technologies will shift the way that 

we operate. And more so, that we don’t leave people behind, this inequality factor is going to 

become very important for the future. So being cognizant about that and thinking about that is going 

to be really important.  

Moving slightly on to think about when you’re creating a data team, what are some of the key 

desirable skills that you need to have? And in fact, if you look at the statistics, data science for 

example, is a relatively new art and it’s a relatively unknown art, where the skills are still sort of being 

defined. In fact, digital skills are one of the most involved at the moment, are required and yet less or 

least fulfilled. So when considering a team, certainly if you’re head of a team, for example, these are 

some of the key type of skill features and things that you may need to be thinking about within this. 

And it will be useful if you’ve got a few job applications out there, that you compare your skills to 

what’s on the slide and see if you are getting the right people in to be able to do this.  

The next phase, or clearly if you’re thinking about developing a team, what exactly are the key 

elements or things you need to be thinking about when you’re coming up with what your team 

should look like? So the first thing always starts with a business goal. What’s the purpose and the 

vision that you’re trying to drive through with your team?  

The second thing does become around technologies. What are the key tools that you’re using and 

you’re giving your team access to? And remember, do this across the value chain. What are those 

kind of key tools that you need? And if you have that, you can then plan for that and the type of 

investment you need to make, and the type of skills that you need to basically be able, you know, to 

engender.  

The next aspect is that of your organization culture. What is the organization culture, the team 

culture, that you basically like to be thinking about in this area? It’s one of those key leadership type 

of aspects to be considering.  

Finally, you want to be getting a good sort of cross-functional team. So going back to the previous 

slide, you can think about, well, what are the core skills that I need? We’re probably not going to get 

them across... every individual won’t have all of them. So how do we create a team which 

fundamentally can come together to create something quite robust? And the other thing to think 

about when you’re thinking about cross-functional teams is, what do the skills in other teams have 

that you can lean on as well? So don’t be fearful of trying to kind of create this cross-functional 

collaboration across a multitude of different people within your team.  

Now, let’s think about outsourcing, because this is a cool way that you can get resources quickly to 

fulfill some of the key capability gaps that you may have. So in actual fact there’s more freelancers 

out there than ever before who are willing to work on a short-term basis to fulfill a certain project that 

you may have. And effectively, they’re there in all shapes and sizes. I mean, a great website is that of 

Upwork, where you can go on, you can figure out exactly what skills you’re looking for and pick up 

freelancers very, very quickly that sit all around the world.   

What are upper management really looking for to make decisions quickly? Well, they want access to 

real life tools that you can basically use for them to make decisions on, say, a daily or even an hourly 

basis. And you need to be giving them those key sort of tools, but in addition to that you need to do 
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regular updates, you need to maybe have weekly meetings or conference calls. You need to specify 

comprehensive reporting at specific times.  

We spoke about bulk batch reporting as well. And so there needs to be that combination of real-time 

reporting versus bulk batch reporting to kind of come up with different layers of insights. And then 

those drive different decision making processes basically.  

You also need to have exception reporting because there’ll be the normal stuff, but you need to think 

about, well, what else, how else does other things operate? And if anything falls out with the common 

processing, how does that then work? So “so-what” analysis can be really, really useful.  

We’ve also included some sort of best practice in this area. So things like keeping it simple, keeping it 

visually appealing, we talked about data visualization quite a lot. Thinking about the use of 

triangulation, qualitative versus quantitative results. And refer to high level and detailed reports. So 

they’re the different levels that you basically have. Go to the high level, go into the detail. All these 

kind of key things are going to be really important for senior managers to basically get their heads 

around. And there’s a variety of different tools out there that you can use, some of them are on your 

screen now.  

Again, what I would suggest is, do some independent deep-dives into these tools that are here, and 

see if they actually will help you to be able to make decision making. Give the tools to senior 

management to use on a trial basis. Often these are all SAS based tools, so in reality, you can switch 

on, switch off, which are particularly useful.  

Moving on to protecting data subjects. Now this is particularly important in a world of GDPR, for 

example. Using the data and first of all, getting the permission to use the data, using the data in the 

right way, analyzing the data in a compelling way, and also then being able to use it to reach out to 

people, only if they want to be spoken to. So these are really, really important things to be thinking 

about.  

Some of the key considerations about where you store your data is also a really important one to be 

to be thinking of as well. So here on the slide are some of the key guidelines that you basically want 

to have, best practice tips and tools to think about when you’re trying to protect your data subjects, 

who are effectively your customers, for example. One of the key things that are becoming more 

prevalent in this industry is to use certification. And certification is really important in this stage to 

demonstrate your professionalism in being able to protect data, protect the privacy of your 

customers, and it’s only going to grow in this area.  

Compliance and regulation is one of those kind of key things that are seeming to get more and more. 

But certification is a great way to be able to demonstrate your competence. So something like an ISO 

type of certification becomes quite important. Thinking about this slide here around certifications and 

steps to certifications, here are just some useful tips and ways in which to kind of figure out ways to 

get a data certification or privacy certification, which will help your business move forward in that 

respect. 
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